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The spirits smile at me. Only a select few men and women from the Umbara tribes can ascend to the sacred role of switch doctor, for they must find both the history of battle and the talent for communicating with spirits. Tterability goes exclusively to this born with a touch of unformed earth - an invisible kingdom where Umbanu believe the spirits of the dead
are made as soon as they are left sanctuary behind When a man is diesel, switch doctors feel they suspect it is the breath of life leaving his cooling body. And, when calm or genomic sends hundreds to their graves directly, switch doctors can feel their shivering and squealing from outside. Switch doctors can't cover the ears on the voices of the spirits. As the
sounds of anxiety get louder, their choices are made. They must restore the balance between their world and informed land, or observe the torment of past generations for the rest of their lives... And forever after. Read the story of the Switch Dr. Current Diablo3 has a limit of 70. After the 70th level, a new growth system, called parity level, is available. Here I
will explain how it works and how to use it. What is the level of paragon? Paragon Level is a growth system after the limit level has been reached. If you defeat the enemy or complete the quest, your experience will continue to flow, and if you dig up a certain amount, the paragon level will increase. At paragon No.1, since paragon No. 1 can be obtained, it is
the mechanism of using this paragon point to increase the value of the ability. The ability value raised by Paragon Points is a total of 16 × types 4 categories and 4 types. Below is the name of each value of opportunity, a growing value when you shake 1 item, the value when you shake 50 points. Title category 1pt 50pt Basic status No. 5 No 250 Vital Force
No.5 250 Speed 0.5% Resource Maximum Variation Different Category Attack Title 1pt 50pt Attack Speed 0.2% Decrease in Cooling Time 0.2% 10% Critical Hit Ratio 0.1% 5% Critical Attack Speed 0.2% Impact Damage 1% 50% Defense Category Title 1pt 50pt Life 0.5% 25% Defense (Armor) 0.5% 25% Total Resistance No.5 250 Life Recovery Per
Second 214.6 10730 Utilities Category Title 1pt 50pt Range Damage 1% 50% Decrease in Resource Consumption 0.2% 10% Recovery Life for attack 160.9 euro 8045 Golden opening 1% 50% Mechanism level Paragon 1 point on the level up, increasing by 1 point in each category. At Paragon 100, 25 points in each category. For Paragon Level 200, 50
points for each category. At The Paragon 400, 100 points in each category. At The Paragon 800, 200 points in each category. Typically, the maximum number of abilities is 50 points. Four types of × 50 points, 200 points, 200 points× 4 categories → level 800. After a nominal level of 800 points will accumulate only in the category of main value of ability.
Since there is no upper limit to basic status and vitality, it becomes a form of allotment either. Improve the value of ability to point the tears of the sparrow. However, if you shake 50 points, there is one characteristic of the item or more effect. 4× 4 - 16 types - If you think of it as 16 units of performance, this is equivalent to 4 pieces of equipment. Paragon is
common to each paragon character mode level is a mechanism that separates each character mode, such as normal character, hardcore character, season normal character, hardcore character season. If the character's mode is the same, it won't be shattered, even if you raise it with any character, and the new character is also a sample can be used from
the beginning, such as the first character in normal mode and earns up to 100 levels of paragon. Then, if you create a new character (second) in the same normal mode, you can assign a paragon 100 level during Level 1. When this second character becomes level 70, the experience gained after that will accumulate in the sample level, which is a common
pool. Paragon level increase the amount of experience required for the level increases at an accelerated rate as the level increases. The Paragon experience table →Paragon experience table ver.2.6.4 at the moment, the more inflation progresses with patch updates, the easier it is to gain experience (the harder the more experience bonuses you earn in the
Great Rift). In my experience in season 15, if I were around the GR90 or higher, it would be a quick time of about 800 Paragon. If you are concerned about samples of other players, please refer to the in-game rankings and overseas ranking sites. The Paragon level swing Paragon distribution can be reset as many times as you like. So, there is no problem to
shake comfortably. Write down a bit of a common way of swinging for reference. The initial value of the Capacity Move is zgt; as long as the basic base traffic rate status is 25% of the upper limit. The rest swings into the main status and increases the force of the attack. Depending on the build, the maximum resource value is also useful. Attack This category
depends on the build, so you can decide on your own. If you're just starting out, be aware of the critical hit ratio and the 1:10 impact critical ratio to take the place of the smaller. If the critical hit ratio is 30%, it is better to have 300% critical damage. Defense - Barbarian, Crusader, Monk, Demon Hunter Full Resistance Defense of Life in a Second - Witch
Doctor, Wizard of Defense™, Life of life in a second We'll have your back! Right now, I'm just cutting the basic setup for a fresh 70 WD and a short writing. Is there a free set? Hit in PAGE 1 Fresh 70 Switch Doctor: Free Set Available! No free set! Build (. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . WD
Alignment Guide to D3 Game Style Guide To TeamBRG Support! Click here to go to Patreon! Playing Build There's not much to say here - it's to build abuse of PETS and DoT to do passive damage, and brainlessly clear any fresh 70 content! zombie dogs and Gargantuan do brant your feet for you, steamrolling everything you come cross. Fetch Sycophants
are also in the mix - naturally try to go get a Enhancer as soon as possible to increase the damage to even more heights. Ghosts and locust Roy Filler spells that might be anything really. They're just here to get faster AoE cleanses. I give resentful spirits doue to laziness, but the poisoned spirit is probably the strongest choice. Of all the six characters, Fresh
70 Switch Doctor is without a doubt the most powerful. Not only is the best fresh 70 build, but one of the easiest to manipulate... The build can afford to make quick choices, as it is so powerful. Simple hua, skill and pass changes can enhance your toiness or survivability by a huge amount. The default pan is above the balance of power and speed - but here's
what you could change first if you try: there are other tiny imaginary ones, but I hope you get the picture. As you can see you have a lot of mine choice, a selection of skills, too, as Locust Roy (and Haunt somehowat) are Does that mean it? You have a lot of room to jump into force when you get the game changing legendary. I won't list down any possibilities,
as they are endless - but I hope you have enough wisdom to handle your build to give you the most powerful setup at any given time. Below are our other Witch Doctor Guides: Check out our D3 Guide to the directory for other resources. Fresh 70 Witch Doctor: Free set available! No free set! Assembling a play-style without a free set is pretty hard these
days, but hopefully the build outlined above will help you smooth out the early game! Good luck with the fresh 70 Witch Doctor! For more updates check us out on Facebook! Support us on Patreon! Well, you've finally reached the fresh level of 70 Witch Doctor. If this is your first character this season, you'll get Spirit Arachyr as a free set from Haedrig to
complete the seasonal journey! We will discuss building progression and protips in our fresh 70 WD Guide every step of THE WAY to help you get a free set in your spare time! Let's go! The Witch Doctor is a free set for season 20 of Spirit Arachyr. NO Free Set? Go to PAGE 2! It's also the Season OF FORBIDDEN ARCHIVES. You can freely cube any three
items (IE:3 weapons, 2 armor and ring) instead of being forced to use one weapon, armor and jewelry. How does the Forbidden Archives season affect me? In your journey to nutrition, this will gently help you, since you can cube your three best things to help you fill your build. This is a pretty powerful effect to help your snowball growth out of control. It
depends heavily on your luck, however. As for the endgame? This is not the scope of this guide, but I can put a few notes on the unusual cube combinations for each seasonal free set. Fresh 70 Witch Doctor: Free set available! No free set! Getting a Free Set (en) Free Set 70 Getting Power Overcoming by the End of the Game WD Level Alignment Guide
(en) D3 Guide To the Catalog Fresh 70 Witch Doctor: Getting a Free Set! Anytime you can BEAT TORMENT I Malthael: You CAN CRAFT AND USE REAPER'S WRAPS for a huge boost! Click below to show the instructions you need for each step: Gear to look at during the process! Compared to other classes, Witch Doctors walk in the park when it comes
to getting a free set. While you won't have a hard time, it's never a bad idea to put together and fix gears to invest in your future. CRAFTING AND ROLLING YELLOW DIRT CHEAPLY. Do it. 2H Mays: This is the first thing you want to make sure you have once you're 70. replace if you have a powerful legendary effect! INT and LIFE PER HIT are very
important. Try to get a Vit or outlet (which gives life for a hit when socketed with Amethyst). 2 Important Notes: Armor and Life Behind Hit the Witch Doctors INT Characters, i.e. INT Gives Damage and RESISTS. You don't Get armor, so get it on the gear. Armor becomes our main defensive stat along with VIT! You want armor on your chest, legs, belt and
shoulders. Life per Hit is great for any character in an early game, however, for WD it pulls DOUBLE DUTY with Leeching Beasts. This should be rolled in at least one of your gears (weapons of great importance LpH). It will alone carry your defensive needs for quite some time. The belt is a chunky source of defense. Try INT VIT ARMOR LIFE%. Outlets -
there are these in the chest and legs, so you can nest in some Topaz for this extra INT. The sockets in accessories are in preparation for the legendary gems you'll be getting from doing The Big Rift works. Amulet and rings: sockets are a must for these items in preparation for legendary gemstones. Accessories are also great as they roll almost any stat. If
you need early defense, stack the rings with defensive stats. Otherwise, take Crit Stats. Brazier and Amulet with fire%. They also have this element here, if you can afford it. This will increase your DPS by a large amount in just two over-the-crosss. Skills%? Since you don't need the skill% to clear the early game, you might as well try to get Firebats% on your
first set of boots. In general, remove bad stats like: Life Regen (Actually garbage level useless stat) Attack speed (more for late game optimization) Excessive CDR (ehhhh ... depends on your build, but you don't need it now) Reducing resource costs (borderline useless) All resists (take armor or VIT instead) and go into good stats like: INT and VIT (Our basic
stats) Armor (High Scaling Defensive Statistics) life per hit (Excellent for WD's!) Life% (Not too bad for protection) Crete Stats (Great for DPS, never sad to have it) If you can't put two skills on your bar because they're from the same category - NOT BO! This is not an error or a constant restriction in the game. You just have to CHECK ON ELECTIVE MODE,
through the Esc's options for the game's elective mode! Tying the power to move mousewheel up and down is a cost change that every player has to do IMO. It prevents misfires and skills, and forces you to move to where otherwise the enemy may be. Season Travel Chapter Table Here's a review of what you should perform in the chapter this season. Or
click Shift-J in the game to check. Chapter 1 Chapter 2 Chapter 3 Chapter 4 Complete Neph Rift Neph Rift by Expert Neph Rift at Master Nef on T1 Do 5 Bounties Craft L70 Weapon or Armor Craft Imperial Gem Reforge Weapon with Mystic Socket 5 Gems in Transfer Fully Equipped Follower shards of blood on Kadala Keywarden Act I in T4 Blacksmith ,
Jeweler and Mystic l12 Kill Urzael on L70 on Master Keywarden Act II on T4 Jeweler for L10 Find Kanai Cube Kill Skeleton King on L70 on Master Keywarden Act III on T4 Mystic L10 Get L70 Act I Bounty Cache Keywarden Kill Azmodan on L60 Hard Act II Bounty Cache Kill Adria on T2 Kill Magda Kill zoltun Kulle on L60 Hard Act III Bounty Cache Kill
Butcher on T4 Get L50 Craft L70 Ring or Amulet Act IV Bounty Cache GR 20 Solo Enchant Item with Mystical Act V Bounty Cache Update rarely legendary item Transmogrify item with mysticism Jewelcrafting Recipes NO REWARD 1st Set Haedrig's Gift 2nd Set Haedrig's Gift 3rd Set Haedrig's Gift 1st Set: Helm and Gloves 2nd Set: Boots and Shoulders
3rd Set: Breast and Pants Here's conqueror Season Travel Records You Need, Perform to unlock the stash tab (unless you're unlocked). Conqueror Full TXIII Neph Rift under 5 minutes GR 60 Solo Kill Izual on L70 under 15 sec on TXIII Reforge Legendary or Set item To complement ancient item with L50 Legendary Gems Level 3 Legendary Gems to 55
Seasonal Journey Chapter 2: Getting 2 Piece-It's SPEEDFARM build! Difficulty: According to our reco, we have offered to align your witch doctor in hard mode. This is true as you try to complete a seasonal journey, most of them at least. The only time you have to increase the complexity is when it's requiring you. Season Travel Chapters 1 and 2: The
entries here are pretty basic and straightforward. No need for us to delve into it too much. What I'm doing to make it easier for me, I just wait until I get to the level of 60-65, start a full round of bounty making sure I tag all the bosses I need to destroy for these 2 chapters. This is just my strategy, but of course it will be easy if you take into account what we
discussed in the Settings Tab earlier. Seasonal Journey Chapter 4: Getting a 6 Piece We Should Let Go Haunt. Even if you're going to lose a bit of firepower, the bonuses you get from a free set will more than make up for it. Before you go head to make the GR20, try to familiarize yourself with the build and maybe increase your chances of getting much
better gear! Update rare to the legendary w/kanai cube: This one is not a head crumb for me. Try your luck with the staff - hoping you get either chiropractic or wormwood! Recipes: Still missing steam? Take a few of Squirt Peddler's Act II cities. Hellfire Amulet gives you free passive skill! Just by remembering it here... Fill the torment I Rift: TI will be our new
minimum in agriculture. But I highly doubt that you will have to do any additional farming. Set the difficulties to torment II: Beat Adria in Act V, Ruins of Corvus Set the difficulty of torment IV: No need to kill chumps along the way! Just Go Straight to These Bosses: Kill the Butcher - Act I, Halls of Agony Level 3 Kill Odeg Keywarden - Act Fields of Miseri Kill
Sokahr Keywarden - Act II, Dalgur Oasis Kill Xah'Rith Keywarden - Act III, Stoneforth Kill Nekarat Keywarden - Act IV, Garden Garden Hope The Level 2 Keywardens cards have a key icon next to the point of the path. Purple arrows point you to their location after a while once you are in their respective map. GR20: Made with all the other entries for this
chapter? Go check out the obelisk if the GR20 is unlocked for you. If not, make a couple of runs until it's no longer gray out. Now go to the next clicky for all the GR20 related stuff! Witch Doctor GR 20: Spirit Arachyr 4 piece Basically swaps in Jaunt runoy and Swampland Attunement for extra defense. Without Haunt, the damage seems less, but Spider's
faster ticking Haunt, albeit on smaller targets. PARAGONS: INT Crete All Res LpH (I used only 5 each, 20 total) Practically the same build up with a little more defense - only possible ways of losing dies a lot - EVEN THEN it's very unlikely you'll lose. For reference, here's my stats and what I tested with: Assault (list): 277K strength (sheet): 4.8M Recovery
(sheet): 165K NO special legends aside from 4PC Spirit Arachyr. No Pylons are accepted. NO legendary gemstones. NO Cubed powers are used. Remaining time: 5m LIFE PER HIT IS ONLY REQUIRED STAT, and even then, one roll should be enough. Losing Haunt gave me a tiny moment of paranoia - aaand it's gone as soon as I zone inches into the
offenses NOT take into account most of the legendary powers and gems. But since I did this RAW - they will serve as a great score. Tried several times with various yellow, never once I was not afraid that I would not be clear. Barring gross gear negligence or a terrible failure you have to win easily. I repeat - death is repeatedly the only chance of failure - and
getting a life on the hit minimizes this already low chance. Move forward, see nothing here! Fresh 70 Witch Doctor: The 6pc free Build Arachyr set isn't too hot right now for a high level, so I'll try to guide you to the speedfarmy Arachyr installation (and maybe try to build up to the actual WD speedfarm build). Sounds like junk, doesn't it? Arachyr is a fairly open
set, but severely limiting if you want to make EARLY BUILD feel smooth and fast. I guarantee that every part of the above build contributes to the highly SYNERGISTIC whole! How the play is discussed below, but first summary ... The aforementioned assembly uses 2 MANA REGEN liabilities. You can help yourself by defeating any malthael torment and
crafting REAPER'S WRAPS! The two main sets you should be aware of (except for the only Reaper's Wraps, which is awesome for almost every early build) are Captain Crimson's set and Aughild's set. Note that both of these sets require the Ring of RoyalTy to be The useful (which is worth farming as soon as possible almost every season...) Captain
Crimson's kit to date is the more important of the two at the moment, since the RCR and CDR you get are actually useful to you. The defense got received Welcome to any channeling build. Aughild's kit is fine, I suppose, but I'd rather use Captain Crimson. When using any of these kits have a cost down the line (belt and bracer come to mind), this is a god-
like option for this early on. TeamBRG support on Patreon! So, what now!? Torture V should be your new minimum for the farm - don't worry, it will jump after the next step - get your legendary gems! A quick review before you start... As you continue with the next steps, keep these important things in mind! You won't have a problem killing things in the very
near future. Survival will suck without some small precautions! Amulet and rings with STEATE: it's a must! You need a nest in legendary gems that will catapult you to your endgame goals! You can refer to the Set up tab above for other stats you need for them. Life behind the hit is very IMPORTANT as he activates Leeching Beasts! Use this in at least one
of your gears or weapons. Armor in your gear! Don't forget! WD are INT characters, they have low base armor but stupidly high resists. So you take the armor where you usually take ALLRES (chest, boots, legs, belt and/or shoulder). Bracer with Fire%: While you may be tempted with other runs, Fire Run and (s) on Firebats are the best. These two rolls give
mega DPS a boost. Firebats% on boots costs a huge amount for one roll. No matter how bad your stack stat is on free boots there is no excuse not to get it as soon as possible. Ignore Skills% on the chest and shoulder (Locust Swarm) - Roy actually does a meastly amount of damage compared to bats, and it's not worth the defensive loss. Yes, I would take
a low armor roll over 15% locust Roy. Gems? Early on you want to put Armor Gems in your gear (Rubies and/or Emeralds will provide you with armor). While Topaz (INT) can be used, defensive losses may be too much right now. In general, remove bad stats like: Life Regen (Actually garbage level useless stat) Attack speed (more for late game optimization)
Excessive CDR (ehhhh ... depends on your build, but you don't need it now) Reducing resource costs (borderline useless) All resists (take armor or VIT instead) and go into good stats like: INT and VIT (Our basic stats) Armor (High Scaling Defensive Statistics) life per hit (Excellent for WD's!) Life% (Not too bad for defense) Crete Stats (Great for DPS, never
sad to have it) Keep this in mind when searching and rolling gear you take or craft! between a guy who just picked up and used anything compared to the person who rerolled is TITANIC. I can say that a big rerolled yellow compared to the crappy ones can give dozens and dozens of levels of GR a difference. Getting power! Now we need to get as much
energy as we can. Legendary Gems Is the easiest way to gain power simply because their acquisition is virtually non-RNG. Rng. 3 of your best gems will increase your power dramatically in a short amount of time. Click on the tabs to see the Spirit of Arahyr Big 3 gems, and others. There are four big gems for this particular Arachyr to build early on... Taeguk:
I hate to recommend Taeguk for something as clumsy as Firebats BUT that's what it is. It scales EXTREMELY WELL and is your MOST POWERFUL GEM hands down. Breaking Taeguk dodge or heal the septic, however. So to counter that - we stack the defense (as we're pretty bland right now). A refreshing gem before you close it and laugh at me, listen.
Level 25 makes you CC IMMUNE - lets FIREBATS WITHOUT HASSLE! It's a strange choice, but believe me in this. Use it for add-ons when you outgrew it. The bracer's knel is a great replacement at the end! You can look at the defensive gems first, after these two. Esoteric changes are your late game THICC Defense Pearl of Choice. HOWEVER, since
our early game suffers from a lack of defense, styling is early great! This plus your incredible self-healing will make you almost invincible. In addition, the moratorium is also large. Powerful: If you're in the market for more DPS and a bit of defense, it's just helpful - the best part is that you don't have to spend more than 25 on it! Defensive momentum against
the elites is welcome, to say the least. Aside from the gemstones listed above, any other gem is significantly worse. In addition, the GR 34 is enough to get these gems at level 25. Just go for efficient agriculture and cheap empowerment. With 3 of your best gems on the L25 - try much higher levels of torment. So now the real farming begins! Playing build and
adjustments Here are some really basic tips for playing Spirit Arachyr to help you as you progress to higher difficulty. This is by no means comprehensive, but still useful. As you progress and get the items, your build may have a weak spot here and there that you can patch up with simple skills, rune, and passive changes listed below. More crime or Mana
needed? An offence is usually classified as damage or, indirectly, an increase in resources. We need 1-2 Mana Regen liabilities to help us out of EARLY ON. Build evolution will allow us to abandon them in the near future - you can try to mix and match their needs. A lot of items that you can pick up can also help you on that front, but remember, our ultimate
goal is to minimize the mana regen items/passive we need - making sure we have Damage? There is no practical way to increase our damage right now. However, you should keep some liabilities in mind when you find the key parts of the item - the Pierce veil - seems awful given our mana problem, but some elements will allow you to eventually use this with
ease. The best Immless DPS is passive for WD. Confidence Ritual is the next best thing I'd bet. Need more protection? Defense Defense classified either as strength or self-healing capabilities. LIFE PER HIT can carry you for quite a while, through Leeching Beasts. While dogs won't survive the final iteration of the design (or can they...), you will burn them
for all they are worth for now. Guns and Bracer are some unobtrusive places to get this, but anywhere is good before. Armor... it makes it the third time I talk about it? Haha. An important part of the defensive stack of any INT characters. Notice how you have a lot of runs that increase the armor by %. Just as all % increases go, the higher the base - the better
the end result! Above, don't build adjustments, but just reminders of how powerful these two are for your witch doctor right now. Soul Harvest-Languish is already recommended in the base build. This runa has the greatest impact of any of them, except for the movement of one for speedfarming content. Swampland Attunement is a god-like passive that
inflates your strength near impenetrable levels early on, and is the key to survival at the end of the game. It's worth getting to increase the pickup radius by as many of your parts as you can - as it gives the opportunity to Grave Injustice as well. Locust Swarm-Cloud of Insects is part of the basic build because you don't rely on Swarm for damage. It's just a
bonus for DoT to help at the moment. Reducing damage is far more valuable than any of the run DPS. The Horrify-Frightening Aspect is a crazy boost for armor, but HEAVY INVESTMENT as it uses up slot skills. Fear and immobilization cost a ton of virtual protection, too. There are a bunch of other defensive boosts you can try, but the above are the highest
impact of them. Jungle resilience is passive, perhaps? Zombie Handler Passive for a bigger life and an extra dog? Items to look good, now that the easy part of the power is done, it's time to farm a bit. Here, I'll list all the high-impact items you can pick up, and how to get them (except falls). RING OF EMPTINESS deserves special mention! This will
dramatically change your build - more on that later. Unfortunately, there's no easy way to bait these either shards or DB, but if you really can't find it, it's time to dump shards of blood and DB for it. Using Breath of Death - Rarely legendary: There are many weapons that can help you like WD (IE Sacred Harvest), but if we want to expand our build as soon as



possible... Staff upgrades for chiropractic or wormwood staff. You are never sad to own any of these elements, especially the synergy of wormwood with Ring voids and speedfarming. Strictly speaking, these two are all you need for any content I'd consider for a fresh 70 (up to GR70). Keep up the good Harvester, from the Ceremonial Knife. There is no other
classification of weapons that is close to the weapons mentioned above. Getting any of these staves is a huge value. RINGS is a different story. It's 100% worth dumping DB in rings until you get emptiness. You'll also get great stuff out of this, like Compass Rose and fillers like CoE. Unlike other classes or builds, a single ring can really have a huge impact.
Just reminding you of Bounty Rings: Overcoming to the end of the game so you missed a whole piece of power phase with a free set. Now what? As I always say: Speedfarming before you push GR's. So, convert what you have now to be as speedfarmy as possible in the first place. Other Witch Doctor Guides: Check out our D3 Guide to the directory for
other resources. Fresh 70 Witch Doctor: Free set available! No free set! Getting a Free Set (en) Free Set 70 Getting Power! Overcome to the end of the game as we're on Facebook for more gaming updates! Watch our vids on Youtube! Follow us on Twitch! Help TeamBRG get out! Go to Patreon to find out more! TAGSD3Diablo 3Free setFresh
70GR20Wich Dr. diablo 3 witch doctor paragon points guide
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